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EVOLVING OCCUPIER REQUIREMENTS 
AND THE COMMERCIAL RESPONSE

Rory Paton – Partner, Central London Agency
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DESIGN AND THE WORKPLACE

BEFORE: 10 QUEEN STREET PLACE AFTER: RIVERSCAPE
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PROVISION OF AMENITY

TOP FIVE EXISTING NEEDS FIVE NEW AMENITY TYPES THAT WILL BE KEY TO 
OCCUPIERS

Healthcare &
Life-style support

Education Sanctuary
Spaces

Public touchdown
space

Pop-up Spaces /
Meanwhile Uses

Gym
Facilities

15%

Independent
F&B

13%

Cycle Storage
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Concierge

12%

Healthcare
Facilities
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FLEXIBILITY

PROPORTION OF PORTFOLIO IN SERVICED / FLEXIBLE

NOW v THREE YEARS FROM NOW

THE START OF A RESPONSE

NONE

NOW

23.9%

3 YEARS FROM NOW

42.0%

27.3%

LESS THAN 
5%

5-20%

20-50%

MORE THAN 50%

9.1%

27.3%

44.3%

15.9%

3.4%
2.3%

4.5%
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TO CONCLUDE

 REAL ESTATE NEEDS TO ADAPT TO OCCUPIERS CHANGING NEEDS

 BUILDINGS WITH A POINT OF DIFFERENCE WILL OUT PERFORM

 THE FLIGHT FOR FLEXIBILITY IS HERE TO STAY



Commercial Space – Optimising Use, Maximising Value

Simon Wilkes
Head of Business Space Development

27 February 2019

This is not a consumer advertisement. It is intended for professional financial 
advisers and should not be relied upon by private investors or any other persons.

Legal & General Investment Management



Value and Cost
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Maximising Value: Title and Adjoining Owners
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• Every sqft counts!

• Development Constraints Report –
Beware refurbishments!

• The red line is 1m!

• Easements

• Covenants

• Mineral rights

• Rights of Light – know your neighbour

• Good research

• Transferred rights

• Title/Transfers

• Negotiate or insure ?

• Allow time



Planning: Adds value (without building!)
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• Research local policy

• Planning Consultant / Planning lawyer

• Consultation

• Understand members issues

• Social Value

• Planning is Politics!



Feasibility:
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• Clear brief from client

• Avoid too much detail too early

• High level quick analysis to decide direction

• Expensive/difficult to switch use later

• Analyse risks and return

• Combinations of use increasingly add value



Design: Architecture adds value (and cost!)
Benchmark, Benchmark and Benchmark
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• 500,000 sqft, 8 floors, central core wall to 
floor ratio 0.45 and £850 / m2 £205 pst GIA

• Central Saint Giles £225 psf GIA £15psf 
“Renzo Piano” Factor External Architecture / 
Finishes

• Two additional floors 52,500 sqft



Adaptable Space Demands Higher Specification
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• Specification: C2000 C2015

Occupancy 1:10 1:8

Escape 1:8 1:6

Design Conditions 29 Summer 31 Summer

Small Power 15 w/m2 25 w/m2

Fresh Air 12 L/S/Person 14 L/S/Person

Fibre Enabled No Yes

Cycle Provision 1: 2,000 sqft 1: 600 sqft

Showers 1: 30,000 sqft 1: 15,000 sqft

• Flexibility costs, net/gross and £££

• Use is expensive to change but make use flexible

• Higher densities, more agile working, use of space more varied



Maximise the Value of Space
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• Brand / Style of building vital

• Staff recruitment / retention

• Greater facilities – Health & Wellbeing

• More agile working

• Leisure

• Good design increases productivity

• Quality is increasingly valued by 
occupiers



Disclaimer and important legal notice
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Legal & General Investment Management Limited  (“LGIM”, “we” or “us”)  does not provide advice on the suitability of its products or services.

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. The value and income derived from investments may go down as well as up. 

This presentation, and any information it contains (the “Information”), has been produced for use by professional investors and their advisors only.  It should not be 
distributed without the permission of LGIM.

The risks associated with each fund referenced herein are set out in the relevant fund Prospectus and/or fund documentation (“Fund Documentation”) and these 
should be read and understood before making any investment decisions. A copy of the Fund Documentation can be obtained from your Client Relationship Manager 
and sets out full details of each fund (including the fund objective, key risks and features). 

LGIM has been appointed as a distributor of the funds and to carry out the investment management of the funds, except for the property funds.

The Information has been prepared by LGIM. Such Information is the propriety and/or confidential information of LGIM and may not be disclosed by you to any other 
person without the prior written consent of LGIM. 

Unless otherwise agreed by LGIM in writing, the Information in this document (a) is for information purposes only and we are not soliciting any action based on 
it, and (b) is not a recommendation to buy or sell securities or pursue a particular investment strategy; and (c) is not investment, legal, regulatory or tax advice. 
Any trading or investment decisions taken by you should be based on your own analysis and judgment (and/or that of your professional advisors) and not in reliance on 
us or the Information. To the fullest extent permitted by law, we exclude all representations, warranties, conditions, undertakings and all other terms of any kind, 
implied by statute or common law, with respect to the Information including (without limitation) any representations as to the quality, suitability, accuracy or 
completeness of the Information.

Any projections, estimates or forecasts included in the Information (a) shall not constitute a guarantee of future events, (b) may not consider or reflect all possible 
future events or conditions relevant to you (for example, market disruption events); and (c) may be based on assumptions or simplifications that may not be relevant to 
you. 

The Information is provided “as is” and “as available”. To the fullest extent permitted by law, LGIM accepts no liability to you or any other recipient of the 
Information for any loss, damage or cost arising from, or in connection with, any use or reliance on the Information. Without limiting the generality of the 
foregoing, LGIM does not accept any liability for any indirect, special or consequential loss howsoever caused and on any theory or liability, whether in 
contract or tort (including negligence) or otherwise, even if Legal & General has been advised or the possibility of such loss.

Where this document contains third party data (“Third Party Data”), we cannot guarantee the accuracy, completeness or reliability of such Third Party Data and accept 
no responsibility or liability whatsoever in respect such Third Party Data. 

We are under no obligation to update or amend the Information or correct any errors in the Information following the date it was delivered to you.

LGIM reserves the right to update this document and/or the Information at any time and without notice. 

Although the Information contained in this document is believed to be correct as at the time of printing or publication, no assurance can be given to you that this 
document is complete or accurate in the light of information that may become available after its publication. The Information may not take into account any relevant 
events, facts or conditions that have occurred after the publication or printing of this document.

Issued by Legal & General Investment Management Limited which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.  Legal & General Investment 
Management, One Coleman Street, London EC2R 5AA



This document is for general guidance only. It does not contain definitive advice. SIMMONS & SIMMONS and S&S are registered trade marks of Simmons & Simmons LLP. Simmons & Simmons is an international legal practice carried on by Simmons & Simmons LLP and its affiliated practices.  
Accordingly, references to Simmons & Simmons mean Simmons & Simmons LLP and the other partnerships and other entities or practices authorised to use the name “Simmons & Simmons” or one or more of those practices as the context requires.  The word “partner” refers to a member of 
Simmons & Simmons LLP or an employee or consultant with equivalent standing and qualifications or to an individual with equivalent status in one of Simmons & Simmons LLP’s affiliated practices.  For further information on the international entities and practices, refer to simmons-
simmons.com/legalresp. Simmons & Simmons LLP is a limited liability partnership registered in England & Wales with number OC352713 and with its registered office at CityPoint, One Ropemaker Street, London EC2Y 9SS.  It is authorised and regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority.  
A list of members and other partners together with their professional qualifications is available for inspection at the above address.

simmons-simmons.com
elexica.com
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